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Abstract
The odorant arrives at nasal olfactory epithelium ortho- and retronasally. This experiment aimed to study the potential different olfactory habituation in orthonasal and retronasal pathways. 68 subjects were stimulated by constant
airflow with an odor (50% phenethyl alcohol, PEA or 5% n-butyl acetate, BA) presented ortho- or retronasally. Participants rated the perceived odor intensity (0–10 points) per minute until the odor sensation disappeared. We also
investigated the cross-habituation: when the subjects achieved full habituation, continue to rate odor intensity in a
different pathway after instantly switching the odor stimulation pathway. The olfactory habituation curve was drawn.
The differences of ratings between the orthonasal and retronasal olfaction at different time points and between male
and female subjects were analyzed. The two odor intensity ratings decreased as the time extended, share the same
“fast followed by slow” type. The ratings of orthonasal olfaction decreased faster than that of retronasal. The intensity
rating of PEA of male retronasal approach was lower than that of female at the 5th min (p = 0.018). When orthonasal
full habituation achieved, there was significant difference between the intensity ratings and the initial ratings of the
retronasal stimulation pathway (p < 0.0001), and vice versa. We found obvious habituation as well as cross-habituation
in both orthonasal and retronasal olfaction. The habituation of orthonasal olfaction was faster than that of retronasal
olfaction. These different habituations were related to the gender.
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Background
The odorant molecules from the environment reach the
olfactory epithelium through two different ways: orthonasal olfaction refers to the odorant molecules entering
the nasal cavity when inhaling, and retronasal olfaction
refers to the odorant molecules of food entering the nasal
cavity through the nasopharynx when chewing and swallowing. The “Duality of Smell” hypothesis [1] considered
that olfactory function as a dual system, but the potential mechanism is not clear. Aerodynamics studies have
confirmed that the two different odor transport pathways
do not interfere with each other [2]. In order to evaluate
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the retronasal olfaction, some scholars have studied the
retronasal olfactory discrimination [3–5], and also studied the differences between the orthonasal and retronasal odor intensity evaluation [6], odor discrimination [7],
and the relationship with oral movement [8].
In previous studies, a variety of experimental methods were used to achieve retronasal olfaction. For example, the odorant is dissolved in water and transported
to the oral cavity [7, 9, 10]; a small container containing the odor solution is placed at the posterior part of
tongue, and the odor is pumped out when the throat
muscles contract [11, 12]. The subjects were trained to
inhale through the mouth and exhale through the nose
by using an odor stick attached to the hard palate [13]
or conveying the air with the odor to the mouth through
a silicone mouthpiece [14]. However, they are difficult
to keep sustained and constant olfactory stimulation,
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accompanied by the interference of taste and mechanical
stimulation, and the influence of abnormal physiological
breathing mode on olfaction is difficult to evaluate. Small
et al. [15] inserted two catheters into the nasal cavity to
achieve orthonasal and retronasal olfaction. This method
allows the subjects to join in the experiment in normal
nasal breathing, and can achieve continuous and stable
odor stimulation. However, the orthonasal olfaction of
this method is unilateral nasal stimulation, the retronasal olfaction becomes bilateral. In order to get closer to
the physiological state, we improved this method in our
experiment.
Olfactory habituation is defined as a process that the
decrease of olfactory sensitivity to the odor as the cause
of repeated or prolonged exposure to a certain odor.
For chefs, wine connoisseurs, perfume technicians, firemen or soldiers, the reduced odor sensitivity may cause
adverse effects, or even serious consequences. Whether
it can postpone the emergence of olfactory habituation or
recover the sense of smell in time, which is very important for them.
However, our understanding of olfactory habituation is
still very insufficient. In our study, the subjects were given
continuous odor stimulation through the orthonasal and
retronasal approaches. We carefully observed and analyzed the olfactory habituations of the two approaches,
and then explored the potential neural mechanism of
olfactory habituation.

Materials and methods
Subjects

The study was conducted according to the Declaration of
Helsinki on Biomedical Research Involving Human Subjects and approved by the local ethics committee. Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects
before the study.
A total of 68 healthy right-handed volunteers (32 men,
36 women; mean age, 28 years, range 23–35 years) participated in the study, who were assessed to have normal
olfactory function by “Sniffin’ Sticks” test [16]. All participants had no history of medical, neurologic, psychiatric,
or rhinal conditions, and were subjected to a detailed
physical examination.
Delivery apparatus

A catheter was inserted into the nasal cavity under the
guidance of nasal endoscopy, one terminal of the catheter
was end in the nasopharynx, the other terminal was end
outside the anterior nostril, and the catheter was fixed
on the nasal alar. The catheter was connected with a tube
to deliver a constant airflow with odor to the nasopharynx, so as to realize the stimulation of retronasal olfaction, which is similar to the methods of Small et al. [15].
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At the same time, the subjects wore a mask connected
to the delivery tube to realize the orthonasal olfaction.
Therefore, in our experiment, the subjects did not change
the normal nasal breathing, and both the orthonasal and
retronasal olfaction were bilateral. A small number of
subjects reported slight discomfort during the operation,
and the symptoms could be relieved after the catheter
is fixed and a few minutes’ rest. We used a computercontrolled olfactometer (OG001; Burghart messtechnik,
Wedel, Germany) to provide odor stimulation. When the
clean airflow through the glass container with odorants
in the olfactometer, the volatile molecules will be transported to the catheter which was in nasal cavity or mask
worn by the subjects through the polytetrafluoroethylene
pipeline. The airflow rate is constant (total flow, 2 l/min:
relative humidity, 80%).
Odorant stimulation

50% phenethyl alcohol (PEA) and 5% n-butyl acetate (BA)
diluted in propylene glycol were chosen as odor stimulation. PEA smells like rose and is regarded as a pure
olfactory stimulant, which does not stimulate trigeminal
nerve; BA smells like banana, which can stimulate both
olfactory nerve and trigeminal nerve [17, 18].
Experimental protocol

All experiments were performed in the laboratory with
well negative pressure ventilation. The subjects received
continuous olfactory stimulation through orthonasal or
retronasal approach. During the experiment, they sat
comfortably in a chair, breathed steadily without sniffing. The visual analogue scale (VAS) was used to rate the
odor intensity from 0 (hardly smell) to 10 (high intensity).
When the subjects began to smell the odor (0 min), the
initial ratings of the odors were rated. The researchers
asked the subjects to rate the intensity every 1 min and
recorded it until the subject reached sufficient habituation, that is, the odor could not be felt (the rating was 0),
and the researchers recorded the total time. If the intensity rating did not decrease to 0 after 10 min, the stimulation was extended to 15 min, but only the ratings of the
first 10 min were statistically analyzed. At this time, the
researchers switched the olfactory stimulation approach
(i.e., the orthonasal stimulation was converted to the
retronasal stimulation, or the retronasal stimulation
was converted to the orthonasal stimulation) and asked
the subjects to immediately evaluate the intensity of the
smell, so as to obtain the ratings of cross-habituation of
different pathway.
The subjects participated in four experiments with the
same procedure mentioned above. In order to minimize
the possible cross-adaptation between odors and between
the two pathways, the two odors were tested alternately
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with sufficient rest time. First, the retronasal olfactory
stimulation experiment of PEA was carried out, followed
after 5 min of rest, by the retronasal olfactory stimulation
experiment of BA. After another 10 min of rest, the orthonasal olfactory stimulation experiment of PEA was carried
out, followed after 5 min of rest, by the orthonasal olfactory
stimulation of BA. This order of olfactory stimulation was
to avoid possible background effects [19].
Data analysis

Statistical analysis was performed, and the broken line
charts and histograms were drawn using GraphPad Prism
6.0 (GraphPad Software, San Diego CA). The statistical
significance between two groups was determined using
Student’s t-test. Paired t-test was used to analyze the differences of olfactory intensity ratings at each time point
between orthonasal and retronasal approach of all subjects, male or female subjects. Unpaired t-test was used
to analyze the difference of initial intensity rating (0 min)
between the two odors, the difference between the intensity rating of cross-habituation and the initial intensity rating of each odor, and the gender difference of the intensity
rating of cross-habituation. Normally distributed variables
were expressed as mean ± standard deviation (x ± s). Statistical significance was accepted at p < 0.05 (2-tailed tests).

Results
During the orthonasal olfactory stimulation, all subjects
could smell the odor when they inhaled, but not exhaled;
on the contrary, during the retronasal olfactory stimulation, all subjects could smell the odor when they exhaled,
but not inhaled. With the extension of stimulation, the
two odor intensity ratings of different pathways decreased
gradually. Among the 68 subjects, the intensity ratings of
10 subjects and 4 subjects did not drop to 0 after 15 min
of continuous stimulation of orthonasally and retronasal
PEA stimulation; the intensity score of 12 subjects 4 subjects did not drop to 0 after 15 min of continuous stimulation when they were exposed to orthonasal and retronasal
BA. In order to standardize, the rating of first 10 min were
counted.
The median duration to full olfactory habituation was
377.5 s for orthonasal PEA, 416 s for retronasal PEA, 358 s
for orthonasal BA and 418 s for retronasal BA.
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Difference of initial intensity ratings between PEA and BA

For all subjects, the initial intensity ratings of the orthonasal and retronasal approaches of PEA were not significantly
different (7.5 ± 0.3 and 8.0 ± 0.3, respectively, p = 0.064).
The initial intensity ratings of the orthonasal and retronasal
approaches of BA were not significantly different (8.1 ± 0.3
and 8.3 ± 0.3, respectively, p = 0.304). The initial intensity
ratings of the orthonasal approach of PEA and BA were
7.5 ± 0.3 and 8.1 ± 0.3, respectively, and there was no significant difference between them (p = 0.088).
The initial intensity ratings of the retronasal approach
of PEA and BA were 8.0 ± 0.3 and 8.3 ± 0.3, respectively,
and there was no significant difference between them
(p = 0.342).
Olfactory habituation

For all the subjects, the intensity ratings of orthonasal and
retronasal approaches decreased significantly when they
were continuously exposed to PEA or BA, and the intensity ratings of PEA of orthonasal approach decreased
faster than that of retronasal approach, and the rating of
the 1st min (4.6 ± 0.3; 5.3 ± 0.3) and the 4th min (1.2 ± 0.2;
1.8 ± 0.3) were statistically different (p = 0.029 and 0.038,
respectively) (Fig. 1a). But there was no statistical difference in the ratings at each time point for BA (Fig. 1b).
When the male subjects were continuously exposed
to PEA, there was no significant difference between the
intensity ratings of orthonasal and retronasal approaches
at each time point (Fig. 1c). But for female subjects, the
ratings of the 1st min (4.8 ± 0.4; 5.8 ± 0.4) and the 3rd min
(2.1 ± 0.4; 2.9 ± 0.5) were statistically different (p = 0.019
and 0.040, respectively) (Fig. 1d). When the male subjects
were continuously exposed to BA, there was no significant difference between the intensity ratings of orthonasal
and retronasal approaches at each time point (Fig. 1e). But
for female subjects, the ratings of the 3rd min (2.4 ± 0.5;
3.1 ± 0.6) had statistical difference (p = 0.042) (Fig. 1f).
When continuously exposed to PEA, the intensity ratings
of orthonasal approach of male subjects decreased slightly
faster than that of female subjects, but there was no statistical difference at each time point (Fig. 1g). But for retronasal
approach, there was significant difference in the rating of
the 5th min (0.6 ± 0.2; 1.7 ± 0.4) (p = 0.018) (Fig. 1h). When
continuously exposed to BA, the intensity ratings of orthonasal and retronasal approaches of male subjects decreased
slightly faster than that of female subjects, but there was

(See figure on next page.)
Fig. 1 a Olfactory habituation of orthonasal and retronasal approaches to PEA in all subjects. b Olfactory habituation of orthonasal and retronasal
approaches to BA in all subjects. c Olfactory habituation of orthonasal and retronasal approaches to PEA in male subjects. d Olfactory habituation
of orthonasal and retronasal approaches to PEA in female subjects. e Olfactory habituation of orthonasal and retronasal approaches to BA in male
subjects. f Olfactory habituation of orthonasal and retronasal approaches to BA in female subjects. g Gender differences in olfactory habituation
of approach to PEA. h Gender differences in olfactory habituation of retronasal approach to PEA. i Gender differences in olfactory habituation of
orthonasal approach to BA. j Gender differences in olfactory habituation of retronasal approach to BA
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no significant difference in the scores at each time point
(Fig. 1i, j).
Cross‑habituation

For all subjects, when the orthonasal PEA stimulation
reached full olfactory habituation, the intensity rating of
the retronasal approach was 3.9 ± 0.5, there were significant differences when compared with the initial intensity
rating of the retronasal approach (8.0 ± 0.3) (p < 0.0001);
when the orthonasal BA stimulation reached full olfactory habituation, the intensity rating of the retronasal
approach was 3.8 ± 0.4, there are significant differences,
when compared with the initial intensity rating of the retronasal approach (8.3 ± 0.3) (p < 0.0001) (Fig. 2a). There
were also statistically significant differences for orthonasal PEA stimulation (2.9 ± 0.3; 7.6 ± 0.3, p < 0.0001)
and orthonasal BA stimulation (1.6 ± 0.3; 8.1 ± 0.3,
p < 0.0001), when the retronasal stimulations reached full
olfactory habituation (Fig. 2b). There were significant differences between PEA and BA in the intensity ratings of
orthonasal stimulation, when the retronasal stimulation
reached full olfactory habituation (2.9 ± 0.3; 1.6 ± 0.3,
p = 0.009). There was no significant difference between
PEA and BA in the intensity ratings of retronasal stimulation, when the orthonasal stimulation reached full olfactory habituation (3.9 ± 0.5; 3.8 ± 0.4, p = 0.796).

Discussion
According to Rankin [20], “habituation is defined as a
behavioral response decrement that results from repeated
stimulation and that does not involve sensory adaptation/
sensory fatigue or motor fatigue.” The term adaptation
has been used to describe neural processes (peripheral
and cerebral) that constitute this decrease in behavioral
response [21]. Most research on olfactory habituation
focused on animal models, while the research on human
olfactory habituation is relatively fewer. Thompson and
Spencer identified nine behavioral characteristics of
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habituation in a landmark paper in the late 1960s [22].
In 2009, Rankin and his colleagues updated and revised
description of the behavioral characteristics of habituation [20].
When one nostril has been preadapted to an odorant,
the same odor presented to the same nostril or the other
nostril without adaptation, it was rated less intense than
before the adaptation, and there was a more significant
drop in intensity rating when it was presented to the
preadapted nostril [23], which proved that peripheral
olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) and central nervous system (CNS) were involved in olfactory adaptation. Studies have shown that olfactory adaptation can
be affected by sniffing that can change the number of
odor molecules reaching the olfactory epithelium [24].
The decline of electro-olfactogram (EOG) recorded during repeated olfactory stimulation was lower than that of
subjective intensity ratings [25], but the adaptation of retronasal olfaction was not observed [26]. Animal experiments show that the piriform cortex acts as a powerful
filter for continuous odor stimulation [27], and shows
obvious adaptation [28], while almost no adaptation in
olfactory bulb [29, 30]. In human functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) studies, it was found that
rapid adaptation occurred in the primary olfactory cortex
(POC), especially in the piriform cortex [31]. During prolonged olfactory stimulation, the blood oxygenation level
dependent (BOLD) signal in the hippocampus and anterior insular showed initial increase and then decrease,
while the activity of orbitofrontal cortex was sustained
[32, 33].
In our experiments, we observed significant habituation when subjects continuously exposed to PEA or BA
through orthonasal and retronasal approaches. Previous
studies on olfactory event-related potentials (OERPs)
showed similar adaptive process of repetitive olfactory
and trigeminal nerve stimulation [34, 35], and trigeminal nerve stimulation caused faster adaptation [35]. In
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Fig. 2 a Orthonasal to retronasal cross-habituation of PEA and BA. b Retronasal to orthonasal cross-habituation of PEA and BA
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our study, PEA was used as a pure olfactory stimulant,
BA could stimulate both olfactory nerve and trigeminal
nerve, which also proved that pure olfactory stimulation and also mixed stimulation with trigeminal nerve
stimulation had obvious adaptation. Pierce et al. [14] did
not observe the habituation of retronasal olfaction, it
may be that the brain is always excited due to the sedulously trained breathing pattern of inhalation through
the mouth and exhalation through the nose. At the same
time, we observed that for all the subjects, the olfactory
habituation speed of orthonasal was faster than that of
retronasal when they were continuously exposed to PEA.
When analyzing male and female subjects, respectively,
we found that there was no significant difference in the
ratings of orthonasal and retronasal olfactory intensity of male subjects at each time point, while the ratings of orthonasal olfactory intensity of female subjects
decreased faster than that of retronasal. When analyzing
the gender differences of olfactory habituation of two different stimulus approaches, we found that the olfactory
habituation curves of male subjects were lower than that
of female subjects, that is, male subjects had faster olfactory habituation than female subjects.
Gender differences in olfaction have always been a hot
topic to researchers. Recent reports also suggested that
women’s olfaction is superior to men’s in threshold, discrimination and identification [36–38]. Our experiment
first found that women’s ability to resist olfactory habituation is also better than men’s, that is, men are more likely
to have olfactory habituation, and women can maintain
relatively strong sensitivity when exposed to continuous
odorant stimulation.
For both odors, we observed obvious cross-habituation, but not full habituation (i.e., intensity score > 0).
This indicates that when the stimulus pathway changed,
the olfactory system immediately sensed this change
although it had been in the state of full habituation and
recovered some sensitivity. It was shown that the orthonasal cross-habituation of BA was stronger than that of
PEA when the retronasal stimulation reached full olfactory habituation, that is, trigeminal stimulation from the
external world leads to stronger cross-habituation. The
sensation of trigeminal nerve is related to pain and irritation, thus, the trigeminal responses would be larger than
olfaction in the beginning, but when there are no harmful
consequences after sensation, their value decreases rapidly [35].
We speculate that the sensitivity of olfactory receptor
neurons gradually decreases when exposed to continuous
odorant stimulation, but it cannot achieve full adaptation. The advanced olfactory center filters the continuous
signals from the olfactory bulb, and finally the response
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of the cerebral cortex can be minimized. This is conducive to filtering the background or stable odorant, segmentation and component analysis of odorant mixture,
so as to ignore the odor without vital importance and
ensure that the brain is still responsive to new odor or
odor changes. According to the different expression patterns of olfactory receptor genes in the mouse olfactory
epithelium, bilateral nasal cavities can be symmetrically
divided into a series of expression zones arranged along
the dorsal–ventral and medial–lateral axes [39]. When
olfactory stimulation is given through orthonasal or retronasal pathway, the time of odorant molecules in the
airflow reaching each expression region will be slightly
different. This regular arrangement of olfactory receptors
may be one of the reasons for the difference of olfaction
between the orthonasal and retronasal pathways. Moreover, when olfactory receptor neurons project to the
olfactory bulb, the neurons expressing the same receptor project to specific subset of glomeruli, giving rise
to a stereotyped and highly organized information map
[40, 41]. Therefore, when switching to another stimulus
pathway at the time of full adaptation, the neural signals
generated by the partially adaptive olfactory receptor
neurons are weak, and this information reaches the olfactory cortex after different temporal and spatial coding in
olfactory bulb. This kind of differently coded information
can wake up part of the sensitivity of the olfactory cortex,
giving rise to incomplete cross-habituation in behavioral
performance.

Conclusion
We found obvious habituation and the characteristics of “fast followed by slow” in both orthonasal and
retronasal olfaction. The orthonasal habituation was
faster than that of orthonasal. This difference is shown
in female subjects, while there is no difference in male
subjects. Retronasal olfaction of male was more likely
to habituate than female. There is obvious cross-habituation between orthonasal and retronasal approaches,
but not full adaptation.
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